Walk for
JUSTICE
& a fair go for
REFUGEES
2021
Release ALL refugees - End Offshore Processing - Bring Them Here
Permanent Visas - Income Support - Family Reunion
Palm Sunday 28 March
2pm State Library cnr Swanston & La Trobe Sts Melbourne
Organised by the Refugee Advocacy Network to endorse the rally email info@refugeeadvocacynetwork.org.au
call Marie 0409 252 673 or Chris 0403 013 183 or visit https://fb.me/e/53qG5fy for more info
This event will be COVID safe, please wear a mask, and register with our QR codes on the day
New Zealand to Resettle them as its offered

Ending擺出 people still fall on human and in PNg work of allowing:
Preventing all allergies from development
If they cannot find enough work to support themselves
Settling our income for those who are waiting for a permanent visa,
Part and temporary visa for all those for refugee status
Permanently visa and family reunion for all refugees

JUSTICE & A FAIR GO FOR REFUGEES means:

Temporary visas make it difficult for people to reduce their lives and get permanent work
Because we need protection, and not just to survive
There is no country that these visas do not exceed; everything goes to everyone
We do not have enough visas in the country
There is no country that these visas is reduced; everything goes to everyone

WHY ARE PERMANENT VISAS SO IMPORTANT

They have no self-protection and cannot take care of their families
They do not receive the right to education and sometimes are covered by aid
They do not receive the right to vote and sometimes are covered by aid
Migrants are not allowed to move around
Community on Raising Visa for 5 years
They are in escape from country

HOW DO PEOPLE SURVIVE ON BRIDGING VISAS FOR YEARS?

Health programs and support are crucial to people on short-term visas
Refugees are not allowed to work after arrival in the country for 8 years. Many have
They have no health programs and no support
This is why the community is so dependent on these support
When people are not allowed to work,

ARE THOSE WHO ARE RELEASED ALLOWED TO STAY IN AUSTRALIA?

Asylum seekers travel on leave and are not released
They have no community and no stable support
We understand the meaning of support
We are our own chief
We are a COVID-safe plan

WILL THE WORK FOR JUSTICE WILL BE COVID-SAFE?

Government prioritises

To call for Griffith and human policies to replace the cruel policies that the Federal
To ease skills movement of the available skills of refugees in Australia
To replace millions of the available skills of refugees in Australia
To call for Griffith and human policies to replace the cruel policies that the Federal
To ease skills movement of the available skills of refugees in Australia
To replace millions of the available skills of refugees in Australia